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tum mile (also known as tum mile part 2 and mile 2) is a hindi-language indian-tamil-telugu-kannada-malayalam film, directed by kunal deshmukh and produced by t. n. seetharam of the legend entertainment banner. the film features emraan hashmi and soha ali khan in the lead roles, with music composed by r. d. burman. the film released on 13 november 2009.the movie is a remake of the telugu-language film titled nee thaana naana, which was released in 2007.this film marks the debut of director kunal deshmukh. the shooting of the film had started in march 2008. the film was featured as "critics' pick" at the 9th international film festival of india, but it failed to do well at the box office.promotion for this movie
will be minimal in comparison to other movies in the past. this movie couldn't give good opening as others. in fact, it costed more than india which is a huge loss for this movie. it was not a huge hit at the box office. well we are going to have a huge audience of subscribers that are really going to enjoy this game and we are doing some great stuff as it relates to the game itself. this will be a big step forward into the next chapter for the company, but its a lot more than a game. its a chapter in history. its about starting from the beginning and to telling the story of what weve done and whats next. the song named 'cluck cluck' is in a prelude to demonstrate the story of a character who was close to a father figure and

also the reason to cross over 8 mile. the song is best included in the movie for the climax scene.
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